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Abstract

Existing literature on peacebuilding arguably pays too much attention to host
societies and not enough to the peacebuilders themselves. This article shows that,
in many ways, Japan‟s contemporary approach to peacebuilding is the outward
projection of its own postwar reconstruction experience. That experience
constitutes a case of (re)building a postwar society by a transitional authority
maintained by foreign intervention. In this process, the United States earned
lasting and wide-ranging respect from many postwar Japanese citizens. It acted
as a competent autocrat who effectively controlled information, imposed a strictly
hierarchical order, tamed civil society, contained the seeds of postwar social
disturbances, and paved the way for Japan‟s miraculous postwar growth. Within
this framework, Japan successfully reconstructed the war-torn nation without local
ownership, widespread democratic participation, or civil society involvement. This
postwar experience profoundly informs Japan‟s peacebuilding policy that
emphasizes the norms of state sovereignty, effective hierarchical governance, and
socio-economic development as key legitimizing principles. A historicallygrounded approach to the foundation of Japanese peacebuilding policy highlights
the need to reconsider the taken-for-granted assumptions about the homogeneity
of the liberal peace. More generally, the much-needed debate about the role,
vision, and agency of non-Western peacebuilders offers a promising avenue for
future research.
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Название
статьи

Подходы Японии к восстановлению мира: от исторического опыта
к современным практикам

Аннотация

Существующая литература по миростроительству уделяет основное
внимание обществам, принимающим помощь по восстановлению мира, и
недостаточно фокусируется на тех, кто эту помощь предоставляет. В статье
показано, что современные подходы Японии к миростроительству во многом
являются проекцией вовне ее собственного опыта послевоенного
восстановления.
Этот
опыт
является
примером
восстановления
послевоенного общества переходными властями, сформированными в
условиях иностранной интервенции. В ходе этого процесса США приобрели
стойкое уважение со стороны значительной части японских граждан тем, что
действовали как компетентная автократия, эффективно контролировавшая
информационные потоки, установившая иерархическую властную вертикаль,
державшая под контролем гражданское общество, гасившая источники
социального недовольства и проложившая путь к послевоенному японскому
экономическому чуду. В рамках этой модели Японии удалось восстановить
страну и общество в отсутствие «ответственности на местах», широкого
демократического участия, сопричастности населения и вовлеченности
гражданского общества. Этот послевоенный опыт оказывает значительное
влияние на современную политику Японии в области миростроительства за
рубежом, которая делает упор на таких основополагающих принципах как
соблюдение норм государственного суверенитета, эффективная вертикаль
власти и социально-экономическое развитие. Подход к изучению японской
модели миростроительства, основанный на анализе ее исторической
подоплеки, диктует пересмотр привычного тезиса о гомогенности
либерального мира. В целом, давно назревшая дискуссия о роли, видении и
акторах
незападных
направлений
и
моделей
международного
миростроительства указывает на перспективное направление дальнейших
исследований в этой сфере.
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I. Introduction
Although contemporary literature on peacebuilding predominantly revolves around
Western actors, Japan – which retains an ambiguous identity in-between the West and
the non-West – has played an increasingly important role in global peace operations.1 In
1989, Japan‟s annual official development assistance (ODA) exceeded that of the United
States and Japan became the world‟s largest ODA contributor. Despite the prolonged
economic stagnation after 1991, Japan largely retained the position of the largest ODA
contributor until the late 1990s. In 2017, Japan‟s total ODA amounted to 11.46 bln USD,
making it the fifth largest donor in the world.2
Despite its status as an “aid great power”,3 Japanese assistance for peacebuilding
is a relatively new endeavor and is still evolving. Assistance for peacebuilding first
emerged as a policy priority in the 2003 revision of the ODA Charter, preceded by the
release of a 2002 policy report by the Advisory Group for International Peace
Cooperation (AGIPC), or Kokusaiheiwakyouryoku Kondankai. 4 The final report of the
AGIPC proposed a “New Concept of International Peace Cooperation” (atarashii
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kokusaiheiwa kyouryoku) and defined the peacebuilding formula as the consolidation of
peace (heiwa no teichaku) plus statebuilding (kunidukuri). 5 The emphasis on
peacebuilding assistance as a major component of Japanese development cooperation
also made it into the latest 2015 Development Cooperation Charter.
In recent years, scholars have begun to pay closer attention to non-Western
engagement in peace operations, 6 and Japan‟s engagement in peacebuilding has
received increasing – although probably still insufficient – scrutiny. In Japanese
peacebuilding scholarship, researchers actively debate what Japan‟s contributions to
international peace are, how Japan has engaged in peacebuilding activities, and how
Japan‟s approach to peacebuilding converges to and/or differs from liberal Western
mainstream.7 The growing body of Japanese peacebuilding literature, mostly written in
Japanese, has shown that the Japanese approach emphasizes basic human needs
(BHNs), socio-economic/infrastructural development, national ownership, state
sovereignty, and peace through development.8 In recent years, the Japanese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) have
proclaimed “building a resilient state” (hereafter shorthanded as “resilient statebuilding”)
as its official peacebuilding doctrine and pursues greater engagement with conflictaffected states.9
Although existing research clarifies Japanese visions, norms, and principles of
peacebuilding and their ideational and material underpinnings, there remains a critical
gap with regard to where these visions, norms, and principles come from in the first place.
Indeed, a general weakness of contemporary norm research in International Relations
(IR) scholarship is that researchers tend to assume norms as pre-given, rather than
critically investigating broader politico-historical currents that have shaped these norms
over time. Put differently, norms are not only ideational factors enabling and/or
constraining development cooperation policy, but also the accumulation of historical
knowledge and processes. In this vein, Hideaki Shinoda, professor at Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies and director of Hiroshima Peacebuilders Center, insightfully argues that
Japan‟s contemporary approach to peacebuilding has been shaped by its own
experiences of building peace after 1868 (the civil war and the Meiji Restoration) and
1945 (the defeat in the Second World War and the subsequent American occupation).
Indeed, this is in line with John Ruggie‟s argument that states often engage in outward
projection of their own domestic experiences.10 While Shinoda cautioned that Japan‟s
postwar experiences might not be directly transferable to other post-conflict states, he
nonetheless emphasized that Japan‟s postwar reconstruction was a case of (re)building
a peaceful postwar society by a transitional authority maintained by foreign intervention.
Indeed, under American leadership, the General Headquarters of the Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers (GHQ) implemented a series of disarmament,
demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) and security sector reform (SSR) programs,11
although, of course, these programs were not called DDR and SSR in those days.
Japan routinely distances itself from the standard practices of the liberal peace
paradigm. The 2009 JICA report on peacebuilding even warned that rapid
democratization in post-conflict countries can amplify local instability. 12 Despite its
membership in Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and
its close alignment with the West on most UN resolutions, why does Japan‟s approach to
peacebuilding prioritize the norms of state sovereignty, effective hierarchical governance,
and socio-economic development? Despite its status as a major international donor, why
has Japan refrained from advancing active normative leadership in peacebuilding? In
asking these important questions, this article does not advance a systematic causal
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analysis; instead, it presents a historical analysis elucidating broader social contexts that
have shaped Japan‟s overall approach to peacebuilding.
The article shows that Japan‟s contemporary approach to peacebuilding practice is
the outward projection of its own postwar reconstruction experience, which itself
constitutes a case of (re)building a peaceful postwar society by a transitional authority
maintained by foreign interventions. In this vein, the author concurs with Shinoda that a
fuller understanding of Japan‟s contemporary international engagement needs to be
grounded in its own postwar reconstruction. Yet this article also takes this argument a
step further and shows that Japan‟s ambiguous normative stance towards the liberal
peace paradigm is deeply rooted in its paradoxical postwar experiences, in which liberal
democratic values were successfully imposed upon postwar Japan by illiberal and
authoritarian means.
The article has four sections. Following the introduction, section II briefly reviews
Japan‟s postwar reconstruction. Grounded in these insights, section III connects the
legacies of the past to the practices of the present and explains why Japan retains an
ambiguous stance towards the liberal peace, as well as why it has refrained from active
normative leadership in peacebuilding. The final section concludes with suggestions for
further research.13
II. The legacy of authoritarian “liberal” peace in postwar Japan
For many democratization and peacebuilding scholars, Japan‟s post-war
transformation seemingly constitutes a shining example of the postwar liberal peace.14
Henry Kissinger posits that the United States “sought victory not in domination but in
sharing the fruits of liberty”15 and successfully transformed a war-prone empire into a
world-class economic powerhouse. The simplistic narrative of Japan‟s linear
transformation from war-torn authoritarian empire to a U.S.-allied liberal democracy,
however, obscures the complex processes and contradictions of this occupied
“liberalization” where liberal reforms – which have undoubtedly benefitted the majority of
Japanese citizens – were chiefly advanced through authoritarian occupation, autocratic
societal control, and illiberal, quasi-one-party system. Hence, in light of Japan‟s lived
experiences of postwar reconstruction, the binary of liberal/illiberal and
democratic/undemocratic does not make much sense.
After 1945, General MacArthur ruled with his “authoritarian personality” like an
autocrat and symbolized an extremely personified occupation regime where all reforms
were implemented in his name. 16 As Shinoda pointed out, GHQ skillfully advanced
information campaigns depicting Emperor Hirohito as a fallen democrat who had been
abused by corrupt imperial elites. This narrative quickly gained popularity among the
Japanese citizens, who eventually came to see America as the defender of the imperial
realm.17 General MacArthur strategically mobilized the rehabilitated moral authority of the
Emperor as a legitimizing device to consolidate his occupation regime. As Seymour
Lipset posited, “It is important to note that the great Japanese post-war reforms (e. g.,
land reform, democratization, demilitarization, and the elimination of the peerage) were
legitimated by the same mechanism as in the Meiji Restoration, the Emperor‟s
approval… General MacArthur played out the classic role of a controlling Shogun
standing behind the Emperor, but by doing so he helped preserve much of the older
traditions.”18 Although Joji Matsumoto, Japanese legal scholar and the minister in charge
of postwar constitutional reform under the Cabinet of Baron Shidehara, was the first to
draft the new postwar constitution, this draft was swiftly rejected by GHQ. General
MacArthur then single-handedly ordered a selected number of American occupation
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officials to draft the new Japanese Constitution. These U.S. officials had received
American legal training, but had no knowledge of Japanese language, culture, or
tradition. Despite this, they successfully, though hastily, drafted the new Japanese
Constitution in just eight days.19 Indeed, in 2016, former U.S. Vice-President Joe Biden
proudly proclaimed that “…we [Americans] wrote Japan‟s Constitution.”20
What it important to stress here is not only the fact that Japan‟s new constitution
was hierarchically imposed by foreign occupation forces (“forced to be free,” in the words
of John D. Montgomery),21 but, more importantly, that it has worked extremely well for
Japan, despite the lack of local ownership, democratic participation, and civil society
involvement. While Japanese scholars and policymakers continue to debate how Japan‟s
postwar experience may be useful for other war-torn societies, Japanese policymakers
have a lived experience that it is certainly feasible – if not entirely desirable – to
reconstruct a vibrant postwar nation without wide-ranging civic participation. Indeed,
what makes Japan‟s miraculous postwar recovery notable is the absence of a strong civil
society and open political system – the components often proclaimed to constitute the
core of mainstream liberal peacebuilding (see below).
In particular, the total information control initially instituted by the occupation regime
appears to have contributed to the pacification of Japan‟s postwar society. Based on the
empirical insights gained from the conflicts in the Balkans and Rwanda, Jack Snyder and
Karen Ballentine concluded that a stricter control of media might be necessary to institute
stability in postwar societies.22 This, indeed, has been the experience of postwar Japan.
After 1945, the GHQ‟s Civil Information and Educational Section issued strict presscodes prohibiting the publication of materials expressing independent opinions
uncensored by the occupation authority. Taketoshi Yamamoto systematically reviewed
hundreds of original declassified materials in the U.S. archives and concluded that the
U.S. occupation authorities mobilized more than 8000 surveillance officers (many of
them locally-hired Japanese citizens paid to remain loyal to the United States) to
exercise total control over all aspects of postwar Japanese life. 23 All broadcasts and
newspapers were fully controlled by designated American editors, while the total
surveillance system also censored private letters, phone calls, telegrams, movies, photos,
poems, theaters, jokes, and all other aspects of civic life. Any criticism of the U.S.
government, crimes committed by American officials and soldiers (e. g. mass rapes),
atomic massacres of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and widespread kleptocracy (often
involving Americans) was absolutely prohibited. Those who refused to comply with the
censorship were promptly dismissed from work and/or were hastily put on trial at the
military court and sentenced to forced labor (some of them were mobilized to construct
American military bases in Japan).24 It is true that the occupation forces implemented
liberal reforms such as the dismantlement of the military and oligarchy and Western-style
progressive public education,25 but these reforms were nonetheless implemented in a
strictly autocratic way, without meaningful participation of ordinary local citizens.
This quasi-totalitarian model of a fully controlled postwar society was eventually
relaxed in the late 1940s. Japan‟s sovereignty was restored with the signing of the 1951
San Francisco Peace Treaty. What emerged after the occupation, however, was a
similarly hierarchical political system characterized by the hegemony of the Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP), the so-called 1955 Regime. The regime was consolidated by
prime minister Shigeru Yoshida (grandfather of current vice prime minister Taro Aso) and
Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi (grandfather of current prime minister Shinzo Abe). Under
the 1955 Regime, perpetual electoral manipulations functioned as a basis for regime
endurance. 26 As a consequence, regime legitimization in postwar Japan‟s
“developmental state”27 occurred mostly through the protection of national traditions, the
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maintenance of domestic stability, and the sustainment of major economic growth. In
1954, Japan‟s GNP was just about 190 USD, slightly higher than that of the Philippines
(150 USD), but significantly lower than that of Malaya (310 USD).28 But the U.S.-backed
developmentalist governance model worked so well that, only fourteen years later, in
1968, Japan rose to the position of the second largest world economy. Shinoda
compares this LDP model to those of other Asian nations who sought a similarly
developmentalist path to peace:
“The strategy is not to seek a political compromise with the opposition through
peace negotiations, but to control popular dissatisfaction by distributing economic
dividends to ordinary citizens, while at the same time maintaining territorial integrity by
adopting a politically and militarily authoritarian model – this is the strategy adopted by
every Asian nation that achieved remarkable economic development, most notably
Japan, led by the LDP’s long-term non-coalition government, but also South Korea,
Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand”.29
As such, the practical experience of building a peaceful and prosperous nation after
the war largely informs Japan‟s contemporary approach to peacebuilding. In this vein, a
Japanese academic who has worked for and with various Japanese government-funded
peacebuilding projects emphasized the primacy of BHNs: citizens who struggle in
perpetual poverty have no time or space to engage in peace and politics.30
Succeeding MacArthur‟s occupation regime, postwar Japanese governments have
suppressed independent civil society not despite Japan‟s alignment with the West, but
because of it. In fact, Japan witnessed a meteoric rise of civic activism in the 1950s and
1960s, but a large portion of postwar Japanese civil society advanced causes of
democracy, human rights, women empowerment, and peaceful international relations
against American/Western dominance in world affairs. When the Japanese government
decided to renew the Japanese-American Security Treaty in 1960 without consulting the
broader society, nearly half a million protesters, mainly led by student movements and
youth activists, flocked to the Diet (Japan‟s parliament). In Okinawa, where the majority
of U.S. military bases in Japan is concentrated, women and peace activists mobilized
tens of thousands of concerned citizens to fight for equality, dignity, and human rights
against rapes and murders committed by American soldiers, most of which have not
been punished by free and fair judicial processes. 31 Indeed, Japan‟s main venue of
peace research – the Peace Studies Association of Japan – has for long advanced
leftist/liberal research agendas against the U.S.-backed conservative governments in
Tokyo. Even today, many Japanese civic and academic groups that engage in peace
research and activism proclaim to defend universal liberal values against illiberal and
unaccountable American/Western dominance in the world.32
For these historical reasons, Japan‟s present government generally remains
skeptical of independent civil society actors, as they are often seen as an obstacle to a
stronger partnership with the United States. In peacebuilding, Japan prefers to work with
non-political service-provider NGOs and government-coordinated civic platforms such as
the Japan Platform that functions as an intermediary interface for promoting Japanese
humanitarian aid. In 2002, when the Japanese government hosted the Afghan
Reconstruction Conference in Tokyo, the Japan Platform and the Peace Winds Japan
(an independent Japanese NGO founded by British-educated Ken Onishi) were asked to
participate in the conference as representatives of Japanese civil society. Yet when
Onishi, at the time also the Executive Coordinator of the Japan Platform, remarked in an
open interview that “I do not fully trust our government,” he and his colleagues were
promptly denied entrance to the conference. The “Asahi Shinbun” daily cited a senior
foreign ministry official asserting that “we cannot allow non-cooperative NGOs to attend
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the Conference.” This attitude is a reflection of the postwar political regime in which civil
society has been primarily seen as a problem to be managed and coopted. A very limited
role of the civil society in postwar Japan‟s policymaking processes is reflected in the fact
that Japan only established its first comprehensive civil society legislation (The Specified
Non-Profit Organization Promotion Act) in 1998.33
III. Passive is beautiful?
Japan‟s postwar experience profoundly shaped its identity as a nation which
respect to the sovereignty of others. As discussed above, America‟s interference into
political, constitutional, and judicial affairs in postwar Japan prompted Japanese liberal
intellectuals and civil society activists to disparage the “unsovereign” democracy of
Japan, in which the will of the American hegemon sat far above the will of the Japanese
people.34 Even the pro-American Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida who had studied in the
U.K. and subsequently served as a postwar Prime Minister under American occupation
decried that the American approach to postwar governance was “obsessed with ideals
and… prone to disrespect others‟ feelings. They first come up with a perfect plan, and
once they decide that this is a good plan, they forcefully impose it upon others. Despite
their goodwill, they totally ignore others‟ feelings and historical traditions”. 35 While
American occupation was helpful in spurring Japan‟s miraculous postwar recovery, many
Japanese officials who lived through the period of foreign-imposed “good governance”
experienced a profound sense of helplessness. 36 In light of this traumatic historical
experience, JICA researchers show that Japan‟s development cooperation policy has
consistently defended the norm of Westphalian sovereignty and non-interference
precisely because Japanese policymakers know how it feels to have foreign norms
imposed in the name of “democratization.”37 JICA‟s 2018 summary of “Japanese-style”
legal/governance reform assistance explicitly proclaims that “the external imposition of
an „advanced‟ legal system on recipient nations can never succeed.”38
Japan‟s postwar state identity as a former aggressor also made it difficult for the
Japanese officials to pursue activist aid policy. Western scholars and policymakers tend
to treat post-1945 Japan as a passive “norm-taker” in the international arena, the one
that shied away from value-assertive foreign policy.39 This understanding needs to be
contextualized further. Japan does not only passively follow the international mainstream,
but it has a different worldview on norms and normative foreign policy based on the
outward projection of its own domestic experiences. Initially, Japan‟s postwar foreign aid
began in the 1950s as a tacit compensation for the sufferings that had been inflicted by
the Japanese Empire.40 Instead of following the OECD aid guidelines, Japan developed
an alternative aid model – the so-called “request-based system” that stipulates that
donors should provide foreign aid only when it is requested by recipient countries. The
request-based policy emphasizes equal partnership between donors and recipients,
win-win cooperation for mutual benefits, unconditional respect for the sovereignty of the
host state, and national ownership.41 Japan‟s peacebuilding policy that has been largely
defined as development cooperation in fragile and conflict-affected contexts42 is driven
by the imperatives of the request-based system. Throughout the author‟s interviews,
senior JICA peacebuilding officials remarked that, while Japan certainly does not
deliberately aim to promote autocratic governance, the respect for sovereignty should
form the fundamental basis of conflict management and post-conflict reconstruction.43 A
former UN official who has longstanding working relationship with the Japanese
government remarked that the majority of Japanese officials are not interested in
governance reform agendas and believe that outsiders should not attempt to stir
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domestic political processes. 44 Within the UN peacebuilding architecture, the UN
Peacebuilding Commission (PBC) whose targets are selected on the basis of voluntary
applications filed by countries in need themselves is especially congruent with the
Japanese approach that emphasizes sovereignty, autonomy, and self-reliance.
The author interviewed 24 Japanese government officials, former UN officials from
Japan, Japanese civil society representatives and peacebuilding scholars. All of them
without exception confirmed that Japan does not prioritize governance/democracy
reforms or political/human rights agendas. Japan‟s emphasis on state sovereignty that
has been systematically articulated by senior Japanese officials in the interviews
conducted entails both negative and positive repercussions.45
On the negative side, Japanese peacebuilding assistance (and development
cooperation in general) has been internally and externally criticized for propping up
seemingly despotic sovereign governments. For instance, Japan is the only OECD
Development Cooperation Directorate (DAC) member that has consistently supported
Myanmar‟s government since the 1990s.46 In a similar vein, Ken Inoue, the former Chief
Governance Advisor of the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNIMET)‟s
Democratic Governance Support Unit, publicly decried that Japan‟s electoral assistance
was abused by Cambodia‟s Hun Sen government to consolidate its power in the 2018
general election.47 Although Japan‟s assistance appears to have reinforced hierarchical
governance structures in Myanmar, Cambodia, and other fragile and conflict-affected
states, perhaps it would be erroneous to take this as the evidence of the Japanese
“challenge” to the mainstream liberal peace paradigm. Scholars such as Visoka and
Richmond note the supposedly “liberal” Western powers, including the European Union
(EU) member-states, have also propped up illiberal and authoritarian regimes through
postconflict interventions in Kosovo 48 (and, perhaps, elsewhere – in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Moldova, Afghanistan, Iraq, Georgia, Egypt, Azerbaijan etc.). In this sense,
Japan‟s continuous support for hierarchical governance appears to be the rule rather
than the exception, although its illiberal repercussions can be criticized on normative
grounds.
On the positive side, Japan‟s sovereignty-respecting approach has boosted its
credibility as an impartial and non-intrusive peacebuilder. For instance, Japan emerged
as a trusted partner in the Philippines where both Manila and the regional government in
conflict-affected Mindanao willingly and actively participate in Japan-led peacebuilding
programs such as the Japan-Bangsamoro Initiatives for Reconstruction and
Development.49
More broadly, historical processes and experiences discussed above have
influenced Japan‟s contemporary positioning with regard to its normative leadership – or,
to be more precise, the lack thereof – in the field of peacebuilding (and beyond). For
instance, the section on “human rights” first appeared in the Diplomatic Bluebook only in
1993,50 and Japan refrains from attaching strict political (democracy and human rights)
conditionality to peacebuilding assistance and development aid.51 In 2014, an American
state-funded democracy promoter “Freedom House” published a policy report asserting
that “Japan is a consolidated democracy with the world‟s third-largest economy, but it
has yet to undertake significant efforts to support democracy and human rights, even in
Asia.” 52 In peace operations, Tokyo has predominantly focused on the promotion of
socio-economic development and refrained from actively asserting human rights
agendas. Japan‟s Grant Assistance for Grassroots Human Security Projects (which
supports locally-driven civil society projects in developing countries and conflict-affected
states), for example, explicitly prohibits financing “political” projects and instead
prioritizes BHNs.53
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As noted above, historical experiences play a crucial role in sustaining Japan‟s
passivity. In mainstream peacebuilding research, scholars often contrast normative,
value-based “liberal” peacebuilding that vigorously promotes democracy and human
rights, with pragmatic, “non-liberal” peacebuilding that emphasizes material interests.54
Here, the assertion of normative values is conceived as a “good” intervention, as
opposed to a “bad” intervention that prioritizes national interests over universal values.
However, for many Japanese policymakers, the aversion of normative foreign policy is
informed by the critical lessons learned from the past. Prior to 1945, the Japanese
Empire habitually branded itself as a visionary “Rising Sun” seeking to promote peace
and “universal” humanistic ideals. At the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, for instance,
Imperial Tokyo proudly proposed to include the Racial Equality Clause (Le principe de
l’égalité des races) as an integral part of the peace accord. 55 With the ambition to
assume the role of a “non-white” norm maker in world affairs,56 the Japanese Empire
proclaimed a moral responsibility to save and defend the “Great Asian Sphere of CoProsperity” from the encroachment of white supremacists. This logic of normative foreign
policy was mobilized to justify Tokyo‟s expansionist endeavors in the Asia-Pacific region,
ostensibly for the sake of human liberation and emancipation.
After its defeat in 1945, Japanese leaders recognized that the assertion of
excessive moral ambition is a strong impediment to peaceful international relations. It is
in this sense that the lack of extrovert moral ambition came to entail a positive
connotation, especially when it comes to sensitive issues of war and peace. Pragmatism
is hence paradoxically reconstructed as a certain form of normativity, rooted in the spirit
of mutual respect and pluralistic coexistence. Among the DAC donors, Japan has been
the only state that explicitly proclaimed foreign aid as being provided to advance win-win
cooperation based on national interests, mutual benefits, self-help, and self-reliance.57
This tendency has become even clearer under the Abe Administration that has promoted
the concept of “Development Cooperation Serving National Interest”. 58 Here, the
assertion of national interest in development cooperation is conceived as an honest
foreign policy which transparently discloses real strategic motives, as opposed to
deceptive foreign policy of the imperial era that disguised national interests in the clothes
of “universal” values.
Of course, this is not to nihilistically contend that all assertions of universal values
are equally deceptive. 59 Yet mainstream Western scholarship tends to uncritically
celebrate the assertion of normative absolutes, including the liberal peace, as a “good”
practice, whereas the passivity in terms of value assertions is often conflated with a lack
of principles. In the eyes of many Japanese policymakers, this dichotomy of a “good”
value assertion versus “bad” value aversion does not make much sense. There is an
alternative worldview rooted in Japan‟s own historical experiences that contrasts the
good, rational, realistic, honest, and pragmatic aversion of value imposition (e. g. postwar
Japan) to the bad, emotional, idealistic, illusive, and self-aggrandizing assertion of
normative absolutes (e. g. Imperial Japan). 60 Where liberal peacebuilders see timid
passivity in Japan‟s peacebuilding assistance, many Japanese peacebuilders see
enlightened modesty. Where liberal peacebuilders see Japan‟s lack of principled
insistence on democracy and human rights norms, many Japanese peacebuilders see
the principled respect for sovereign autonomy. Finally, where liberal peacebuilders see
Japan‟s aversion to normative leadership, many Japanese peacebuilders see cautious
gradualism and the absence of chauvinistic humanitarianism.
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IV. Conclusion
A historically-grounded approach to the epistemological foundation of Japanese
peacebuilding policy compels us to reconsider the taken-for-granted assumptions about
the liberal peace. This article shows that, for historical reasons, the binary of the “liberal
West” vs “non-liberal Rest” does not resonate well in Japan where the United States
acted as an illiberal hegemonic power that promoted ostensibly liberal norms by
autocratic means. In fact, there might be a regional consensus in Asia that the West
stands for illiberal, conservative, and even dictatorial forces in conflict-affected societies
in Asia. Indians often decry that the West has for long sided with “undemocratic”
Pakistan against democratic India in South Asian conflicts.61 Like the Japanese liberals,
the South Korean liberals complain that American hegemony is an obstacle to the
reintegration and democratization of the Korean peninsula.62 In many ways, it was the
West (and, above all, the United States) that consistently promoted illiberal
developmental regimes in postconflict Asian nations. 63 In the mainstream Western
intellectual context, calling someone “illiberal” essentially constitutes a kind of insult. But
it does not need to be. The United States earned lasting and wide-ranging respect from
many postwar Japanese citizens because – and not despite – of the fact that it acted like
a competent autocrat who effectively controlled information, imposed a strictly
hierarchical order, tamed civil society, and thereby contained the seeds of postwar social
disturbances and paved the way for Japan‟s miraculous postwar growth. This
paradoxical lived experience of postwar “liberalization” profoundly informs Japan‟s
contemporary peacebuilding practices.64
So far, the extant peacebuilding literature and its focus on the interplay between
“global norms” and “local actors” neglects alternative approaches to peacebuilding, and
indeed, often disparate strands within the liberal peacebuilding paradigm itself. The EU,
for instance, seems to perceive itself as a champion of the liberal peace, but conflicts
within itself remain unresolved and largely frozen (e. g., Cyprus and Northern Ireland).
Although the EU promotes pluralistic postconflict societies where parochial divisions are
liberally transcended, Belgium remains deeply divided between Flemish and French
ethnic groups who cannot even agree to have a shared university.65 Likewise, American
policymakers have advocated a pluralistic solution to polarized societies where opposing
political parties (with different constituencies and normative visions) shall not see each
other as an existential threat and shall seek a workable compromise and coexistence.
But in the United States itself, many Republicans and Democrats now see each other as
a moral danger. Beyond Japan, the much-needed debate on the role, vision, and agency
of non-Western peacebuilders offers a promising avenue for future research.
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